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 	Agile, Secure & Liquid
 Improve the liquidity 
 of your financial assets
 through blockchain tokenization
 Get a Demo

 








   Our Services
 Unlocking liquidity
 
        We provide the platform infrastructure and comprehensive services required to issue, manage and crypto assets
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 Token Issuance
 Raise capital by issuing crypto assets

 Read more
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 Asset Tokenization & Management
 Tokenize & Manage your financial assets in order to improve your liquidity

 Read more
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 Buy & Sell
 Make your Offer to Buy or Sell Tokens

 Read more
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 Platform as a Service
 Your own security tokens platform under your own brand

 Read more






 Entering the new era of Digital Securities
 Our Clients
 
        Know the value added we provide you with
      



 
 Financial Asset Managers
 Grow your market scope
 	
                  Register, manage and trade your assets in a more secure andfaster way with Blockchain technology
                
	
                  Increase your attractiveness by providing more liquid options to your investors
                
	
                  Easily distribute earnings to investors
                




 
 Investors
 Improve your asset tradability
 	
                  Increase your assets transferability and your return on investment alternatives
                
	
                  Find more investment opportunities
                
	
                  Buy and sell assets online through legally binding agreements
                




 
 Companies
 Raise Funds Faster Through STOs
 	
                  Raise funds faster thanks to easy-to-build contracts and straight-forward transaction processing
                
	
                  Digital tokens are far more liquid and simple to issue than paper certificates
                
	
                  Make your funding round more attractive by offering investors a liquid asset they can trade whenenever they need to
                






 Media attention
 Featured in
 
        Trusted publications
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 Blog
 If we write about it you should know about it
 
        From basic concepts to advanced new developments
      



 [image: WLW Workshop: The New Era of the Tokenized Economy and Cryptoassets] 

 
 
                    Feb 28, 2024
                

 News

 WLW Workshop: The New Era of the Tokenized Economy and Cryptoassets

 Led by Rocío Alvarez-Ossorio Alvarez-Ossorio, partner and CMO of Token City and Head of the Cryptoassets Commission at WLW, the workshop has deciphered the basic concepts of tokenization as well as its legal framework through how it's...

 Read more 
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 Blog

 The tokenization of alternative investment distribution to individuals is a $400 billion opportunity

 By leveraging tokenization, the alternatives industry can unlock an additional $400 billion in annual revenue. Wealthy individuals gain access to higher-quality portfolios and a wider range of investment options. Alternative asset...

 Read more 
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                    Jan 12, 2024
                

 Blog

 Bitcoin ETFs: A Game-Changer for Crypto Industry and a booster for tokenization

 The approval of Bitcoin ETFs by the SEC is poised to have a profound impact on the global asset tokenization industry. The traditional financial world keeps inexorably moving not only towards mass scale use of blockchain but also towards...

 Read more 







 Testimonials
 Building trusting relationships
 
        Because we make things happen
      



 
 “We have been working with Adventurees for several years and have created a real relationship based on trust. Let us continue to accompany them in the adventure of Token City”.

 [image: Nicolas Fournié]
 Nicolas Fournié
 MANGOPAY Country Manager Iberia







 “Tokenizing our funding rounds has increased our investors' confidence, since it gives them the freedom and security to trade their asset whenever they decide to”.

 [image: Isidro Quintana]
 Isidro Quintana
 CEO of Triple O Games







 “Asset tokenization is the origin of new capital markets in the digital age. We are tokenizing and selling our Hispania loan portfolio worth € 5 million through Token City, so we can start reaping the benefits of digitized financial assets”.

 [image: Javier Mera]
 Javier Mera
 CEO of Linx Capital Investments







 “For ECIJA, the Token City project represents a milestone, after several years working with the Token City team. We are proud to have developed the legal part of the technology, thus contributing to the expansion of the tokenization of assets in particular and of blockchain in general. We believe that Token City will be a disruptive force in the investment sector”.
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 Oliver von Schiller
 Partner at ECIJA Lawyers







 “STOs will be to Investment as Social Networks are to Communication”.

 [image: Fernando Moncada]
 Fernando Moncada
 Investor







 “STOs mark a sea change in the investment industry”.

 [image: Yael H. Oaknin]
 Yael H. Oaknin
 Adventurees Founder
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 Contact us to find out more

 Get a Demo
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   The session has ended due to inactivity
 This is a security measure. Please log back in to continue using the marketplace.






 ×
   An activation e-mail has been sent
 Activate your account by pasting the code we have sent to your email address.
 Code verification
     
 This code will only be valid for 5 minutes

 Validate code 
 If you didn't receive the verification email, please check your spam folder.

 Resend code
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   [image: ] Continue on Metamask
 To continue, please use the browser on Metamask's app
 Open on Metamask
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 Log in









  